
Under the protection of the spirits, the Tenguu Kingdom had always 

been a peaceful kingdom. 

The citizens of this kingdom had never doubted that this tranquility 

would last forever. 

However—this illusion had easily been shattered. 

The demon lord that had been sealed in the North had suddenly 

awakened, releasing monsters while exerting tyrannical actions 

toward the country. 

Needless to say, the king wouldn't just ignore this problem, sending 

troops to oppose the monsters attacking the country. 

During this moment, the demon lord appeared inside the castle and 

took the princess away, as if to mock the king’s actions. 

The demon lord said, the world’s most beautiful lady, she is the one 

who suits the criteria of becoming my wife. 

Although the king was unable to understand the demon lord’s true 

meaning, but the princess had became the demon lord’s hostage, 

which restricted the king from attacking the demon lord’s castle. 

During such a time of dilemma, a youngster arrived at Tenguu 

Kingdom. 

This youngster claimed to be the hero who the spirits had sent, 

promising the king that the demon lord would be defeated. 

The king anxiously endowed the hero with the campaign against the 

demon lord. 



—However, the current situation. 

Engulfed with darkness, the continent’s northernmost area-Demon 

Lord town’s deepest area, the hero’s group and the demon lord is 

currently confronting each other. 

“There’s nowhere to escape demon lord! Return the princess at once!” 

Using the tip of the holy sword <Sandalphon> to point at the demon 

lord, Hero•Tohka revealed a sharp gaze. A beautiful girl with night 

colored hair and crystal like pupils, equipped with silver armor and a 

purple helmet. 

“Please be careful! I can feel a strong demonic energy!” 

A voice could be heard next to Tohka’s ear. Looking toward that 

direction, a small light can be seen floating in the air. 

That is the light fairy that has been following Tohka ever since she 

began her journey. 

“Nn, I understand. But I won’t lose! Because I currently have 

dependable comrades with me!” 

After stating this aloud, Tohka shook her helmet. That’s right. Standing 

behind Tohka are comrades that had joined her as she journeyed. 

Dressed in a green robe, Summoner•Yoshino. Dressed in crimson 

armor, wielding the battleaxe <Camael> is the warrior•Kotori. 

At first glance, they seem to be fragile girls, but they had annihilated 

many monsters along the journey. 

“Give, give up hope, please don't do anymore evil actions……!” 



“Hgn, seems like you guys are the only ones left in this castle. Hurry 

and give up or you'll receive a beating~” 

Kotori used a provoking tone as she said those words. The demon 

lord’s henchmen standing on each side of the throne laughed. 

“Kuku……Seems like there are bugs buzzing huh, Yuzuru?” 

“Laugh. Ignorance is also a bliss” 

Saying so, the twin monsters wearing extremely exposing clothing, 

Kaguya and Yuzuru couldn't refrain themselves and laughed at the 

heroes. In contrast to their identical facial appearance, the sizes of 

their chests have depressing differences. Since Tohka’s a hero, she 

refrained herself from stating those thoughts. 

“Kuku, how should we handle this Maou-sama. This group of 

underlings could be wiped out without effort” 

“Agreed. These kind of opponents doesn't need master to deal with” 

After the two finished speaking, the shadow that was sitting on the 

throne slowly stood up. 

With shoulders that had been shaking continuously, the demon lord 

slowly walked and slightly opened her mouth. 

“—No need. I will fight as well and defeat the heroes in front of the 

princess so she will lose all of her hope” 

Then, Demon Lord•Origami said in a calm voice. 

Not having any doubt of losing, having such a nonchalant face, 

caused Tohka to grit her teeth. 



“If you can do it, then let’s see it! Princess! Watch closely! I’ll defeat 

the demon lord now and bring you back to the king!” 

Tohka shouted as she focused her gaze behind the left side of the 

throne. 

At the corner of the room is a cage which seems like a prison, a 

shadow of a girl could be seen. 

A tall girl wearing a gorgeous dress. A golden crown adornment which 

indicated her as a heir of royal blood. 

Having a loving face yet expressing a gloomy expression. Well, it's 

inevitable for that to happen after being imprisoned by a scary demon 

lord—Although that’s how it should've been, but it’s a bit different. Her 

expression doesn't seem to be caused by fear, it’s more like facing a 

unreasonable reality which caused such an expression. 

“Weird……This is way too weird” 

“Nn? What’s weird, Shidou-hime?” 

“That’s what’s weird!” 

After Tohka called out the name, Tenguu Princess•Shidou used her 

finger and pointed out. 

“Why is Tohka the hero and I’m the princess! The character 

distribution is too messed up!” 

Saying words of unknown meaning, Kotori whose standing behind 

Tohka sighed. 

“Since it’s a special, then don’t complain. It has no relation to the main 

story anyways” 



“NOT•FINE•AT•ALLLLLL! Also, you just said something about a 

special didn’t you!” 

“Kotori, what’s wrong with Shidou-hime?” 

“It seems that her mind is in a confusion. That’s inevitable, since she’s 

a weak girl who’s imprisoned by the scary demon lord” 

“I’m not a weak GIRLLLLL. You even changed the text to “she” and 

“kanojo”! If it’s a first person novel it’s fine, but if it’s a third person 

novel, there’s no way to excuse it! Also, doesn’t a princess whose 

name is Shidou sound weird!? You’ve just destroyed the worldview 

just like that!” 

Shidou-hime continued speaking as though she’s mentally confused. 

Tohka and Yoshino looked at her with eyes of pity as they furrowed 

their eyebrows. 

“Damn demon lord! Driving the princess into this condition!”  “Ab, 

absolutely cannot forgive……!” 

However, the demon lord only calmly narrowed her eyes. 

“She’s mine. I won't give her to anyone. Heroes. Die at once!” 

“Kuku, that’s how it should be like. Grieve at your powerlessness and 

wither!” 

“Pity. Grant these pitiful children their eternal sleep” 

“Don’t underestimate us, demon lord!” 

“We……won’t lose……!” 

“Ok, we've said enough nonsense. Let’s start” 



“DON’T •YOU•PEOPLE•DISREGARD•MEEEEEE!” 

Directing at the heroes disregarding her due to their excitement, 

Shidou-hime shouted. 

“Even if I allow Tohka to become the hero and I'm imprisoned here, at 

least let me become a prince, A PRINCE! Why am I wearing such light 

clothing! Why am I wearing an erotic undergarment that I've never 

seen before!” 

“……Erotic undergarment that I've never seen before” 

Hearing Shidou’s close to crying shouts, Origami’s eyebrow twitched a 

bit. 

“Haaa……!?” 

Due to the strong aura, Shidou involuntarily shuddered. But Origami 

was soon stopped by her henchmen. 

“Maou-sama. Please focus your concentration towards the fight 

against the heroes” 

“Agreed. We can look at the princess’s erotic undergarments 

afterwards” 

“…………” 

Due to the two’s words, Origami reluctantly faced Tohka and the 

others. 

Then her hands emitted demonic light. 

“After I defeat you all, no one can disturb me and Shidou. Disappear!” 

“That’s my line! This time I'll exorcise you!” 



After shouting those words, Tohka waved the huge sword in her hand. 

That was the starting signal of the battle. Hero Tohka and Maou 

Origami jumped at the same time, the sword and demonic energy 

collided. The surrounding walls and ground were destroyed due to 

their powers. 

At the same time, Summoner Yoshino summoned the Huge Rabbit 

<Zadkiel>, Warrior Kotori wielded <Camael>. 

However, the demon lord’s henchmen couldn't ignore them. Kaguya 

and Yuzuru summoned a lance and pendulum out of thin air and 

attacked Yoshino and Kotori. 

In the Demon Lord Castle’s in every corner are the battles between 

the heroes and demon lord which holds the fate of the princess or the 

existence of humankind. 

Both sides’ amount of people and power equal each other.—No, after 

intense attacks and defense, the demon lord’s side slowly took the 

upper hand. 

“Only this extent of power and you want to take Shidou away from 

me? Ridiculous” 

“Ku……Don’t underestimate MEEEE!” 

“—!” 

Along with her shout, Tohka swung the holy sword <Sandalphon>. 

But—Origami didn’t dodge. As the edge of the sword came into 

contact with Origami, the unpleasant aura around Origami protected 

her. 



“Wha—“ 

Tohka involuntarily let out a panicked voice. Origami didn’t let this 

chance escape. She gathered demonic energy around her hand and 

attacked Tohka, Tohka was blown away by the attack. 

“Guuu……!” 

“Tohka……!” 

While looking at the battle between the heroes and the demon lord 

from the cage, Shidou shouted. 

Although the current situation is very unpleasant, but if the heroes 

lose, Shidou would have to let the demon lord look at his 

undergarment, so the heroes must win this battle. 

“—This is not good. We'll lose at this rate” 

Suddenly a voice could be heard next to Shidou’s ear. Looking 

behind, there's suddenly a fuzzy light orb floating there. 

“wha, What……is this……” 

“Aaaa, Sorry. I’m the fairy who’s assisting the hero, Light 

Fairy•Kannazuki” 

“…………” 

After looking at the light orb closely, one could see a person with a 

pair of wings, an upright nose and the face of a man. 

“……Why are you naked?” 

“? All the light fairies are like that” 

“……Is that so” 



Shidou shook his head as he said, 

“Not, not minding that, what is that thing around the demon lord?” 

“I’m afraid that’s a highly concentrated demonic defense. It’s like a 

barrier with a certain range. If the demon lord has that, any attacks the 

heroes try to deal on her would be nullified. But it’s nothing more than 

a tease right now” 

“How could that be! What should be done……!?” 

“Although there’s not much of a relevance, but the word tease is quite 

erotic” 

“What should be done!” 

After Shidou asked with greater intensity, Kannazuki shrugged his 

shoulders, then put his hand on his chin as though he’s in deep 

thought. 

“Although I don’t know if this’ll succeed—but there’s one way. Shidou-

hime, this requires your help” 

“What, what do I need to do!?” 

“The demon lord’s power comes from the evil in the heart. In other 

words, the desire for evil. If there’s a way to get rid of this point then 

the barrier would disappear.—Needless to say, we’re unable to 

dissipate the demon lord’s evil desires. But if we can distract her 

desire to another object outside the barrier, then we’ll have a chance” 

“Object outside the barrier……?” 

“Correct. Specifically, it is……” 



In the middle of his sentence, Kannazuki flapped his wings and flew 

towards the bottom of Shidou’s legs. 

Flying into Shidou’s dress, and quickly flying up—Shidou’s entire 

dress was flipped up. 

“……!” 

Instantly. Origami who was angrily staring at Tohka widened her eyes. 

The next moment, Origami entirely ignored Tohka’s existence and lied 

on the ground, using a camera that appeared out of nowhere and 

quickly pressed the shutter. 

“Wai……!?” 

Shidou’s face turned entirely red and he pressed the dress down. 

Origami was heavily breathing as she lifted her index finger. 

“Let me take more pictures. Let me take more pictures” 

“Don’t, don’t kid around! Also Origami! Don’t just openly take out 

something like a camera that has no relation to this world!” 

“No problem. This is a magic item using a special magical crystal 

made into a lens shape while using light magic to capture the image 

ahead onto sheep skin” 

“This also doesn't explain anything!” 

“That also doesn't matter. Compared to that, let me change the angle 

and take another picture—“ 

“Haaaa!” 



Towards Origami who's talking while facing Shidou, Tohka used the 

holy sword <Sandalphon> and heavily knocked on the back of 

Origami's head. 

“Ma-Maou-sama!” 

“Shudder. Could it be that—“ 

The Demon lord’s henchmen spoke in trembling voices. Needless to 

say—Yoshino and Kotori didn't miss this chance. 

Finally, the evil Demon Lord is defeated, the Tenguu Kingdom is 

saved. 

After Shidou-hime returned safely to the Tenguu Kingdom, he became 

Hero Tohka’s wife and lived happily ever after. 

“Nn, from now on I’ll be in you care, my beloved wife Shidou. Let us 

make the Tenguu Kingdom become a more beautiful country!” 

“As I’ve already said, this setup is way too weird. Especially the my 

beloved wife whatsoever part, doesn't anyone have any opinions 

about that?” 

 


